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Princess Tutu

Princess Tutu

Supplies
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2 Rolls of 6” x 25” Tulle in 2 colors
1 Roll of ⅜” x 10yd
Organdy Ribbon
1” wide Elastic or use a crocheted
head band (measured to fit waist)
Beads, Bells, or
Embellishments (optional)
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Directions

Directions

1. Measure waist and add 2”. Sew piece of Elastic into a band.
2. Measure desired drop from waist onto leg, then double that measurement
and add an additional 2”. This is the measurement at which all your Tulle
will be cut (Example: Waist to Thigh = 18” x 2 = 36” + 2” = 38”).
3. Cut lengths of Ribbon to double the desired measurement drop from waist.
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(Optional: Ends of Ribbon can be embellished with bells, buttons, etc.)

4. Fold a length of Tulle in half and wrap around Elastic, pulling ends through
the loop until snug. Repeat around Tutu. Repeat with Ribbons/Bells until
you achieve the desired effect.
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